Hello Year 3! Here is your next round of ‘pointless spellings’.

To play the game, you need two players, a pencil and your remote learning book.

Success criteria:

1. Player 1 reads the clues for the word.
2. Player 2 has to guess what the word is and spell it correctly.
3. Swap after 10 spellings and Player 1 now spells the words and player 2 reads the clues.
4. If you misspell any words, practise them a few more times.
Has all the dates. cal_____ 
Go into detail about something. d_____
What po____ do you play in football? po____ 
Going on the ride was a scary ex_____. ex______ 
It was so cold, it took my br___ away. br____ 
My heart rate is reg_____. reg___

We asked 100 people to identify and spell these words.
We asked 100 people to identify and spell these words.